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Com sabem que s’accelera ?
És el que esperàvem ?
Per què s’accelera ?
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Galàxies - l’objecte “elemental” de la cosmologia
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Expansió univers,
“velocitat” proporcional a distància
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“Velocitat d’allunyament”dels objectes visibles
proporcional a la distància

Llei de Hubble

Pròpiament, al desplaçament al vermell (redshift)

redshift 
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Expansió universal,
no hi ha posició privilegiada
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Expansió universal,
no hi ha posició privilegiada
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Copernicus (1473 –1543)

No hi ha posició
d‘observació privilegiada:

Principi Copernicà
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Model del Big Bang

Expansió: l’univers primitiu era calent i dens

Dos esdeveniments importants 
  en la història de l’univers:

- Nucleosíntesi primordial (elements lleugers relíquia)

- Desacoblament fotons (llum relíquia)
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Model del Big Bang

Expansió: l’univers primitiu era calent i dens

Dos esdeveniments importants 
  en la història de l’univers:

- Nucleosíntesi primordial (elements lleugers relíquia)

- Desacoblament fotons (llum relíquia)

Les dues relíquies deixen traces 
que han estat observades 

Suport observacional del model
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Pla de la xerrada

- Context: expansió univers,
               model del Big Bang

- L’acceleració de l’univers
   (Premi Nobel de Física 2011)

- Conseqüències
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Pregunta:  
Quina és 
la història 
de l’expansió ?           

El ritme de l’expansió 
és constant o canvia ?
Si canvia, creix o decreix?

 La resposta a la pregunta ens donaria informació rellevant
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Expectativa (prejudici):

Velocitat expansió disminueix
(gravitació “frena” l’expansió de l’univers)
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Expectativa (prejudici):

Velocitat disminueix
(gravitació del petit planeta)
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Tenim una expectativa/prejudici,  
però són les observacions les que ens diuen com es comporta l’univers

Calen mesures més precises
amb “objectes” més allunyats

Mesurar la “velocitat d’allunyament/redshift” 
no és molt díficil;

el complicat és saber quan lluny està un objecte astrofísic.

Volem determinar 
desviació línia recta
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Exemple domèstic: 
- Suposem que mesurem la llum provinent de dues espelmes, 
i volem saber la distància relativa a la que es troben. 
- Imaginem que rebem igual llum de les dues.

Conclusió: estan igual de lluny
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Exemple domèstic: 
- Suposem que mesurem la llum provinent de dues espelmes, 
i volem saber la distància relativa a la que es troben. 
- Imaginem que rebem igual llum de les dues.

Conclusió: estan igual de lluny

més llunymés a la vora
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Espelmes idèntiques

Per a candeles estàndard:

- si mesuro igual lluminositat, estan a la mateixa distància,
- si mesuro un quart de lluminositat, està al doble de distància, etc.

 Candeles estàndard = Igual lluminositat intrínseca

En astronomia:
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WANTED

REWARD
Standard Candles

Nobel Prize
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Supernova tipus Ia

clear that essentially the same physical processes are oc-
curring in all of these explosions.

The detailed uniformity of the type Ia supernovae im-
plies that they must have some common triggering mech-
anism (see the box on page 56). Equally important, this
uniformity provides standard spectral and light-curve
templates that offer the possibility of singling out those su-
pernovae that deviate slightly from the norm. The complex
natural histories of galaxies had made them difficult to
standardize. With type Ia supernovae, however, we saw
the chance to avoid such problems. We could examine the
rich stream of observational data from each individual ex-
plosion and match spectral and light-curve fingerprints to
recognize those that had the same peak brightness.

Within a few years of their classification, type Ia su-
pernovae began to bear out that expectation. First, David
Branch and coworkers at the University of Oklahoma
showed that the few type Ia outliers—those with peak
brightness significantly different from the norm—could
generally be identified and screened out.4 Either their
spectra or their “colors” (the ratios of intensity seen
through two broadband filters) deviated from the tem-
plates. The anomalously fainter supernovae were typically
redder or found in highly inclined spiral galaxies (or both).
Many of these were presumably dimmed by dust, which
absorbs more blue light than red. 

Soon after Branch’s work, Mark Phillips at the Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory in Chile showed that
the type Ia brightness outliers also deviated from the tem-
plate light curve—and in a very predictable way.5 The su-
pernovae that faded faster than the norm were fainter at
their peak, and the slower ones were brighter (see figure
1). In fact, one could use the light curve’s time scale to pre-
dict peak brightness and thus slightly recalibrate each su-
pernova. But the great majority of type Ia supernovae, as
Branch’s group showed, passed the screening tests and
were, in fact, excellent standard candles that needed no
such recalibration.6

Cosmological distances
When the veteran Swiss researcher Gustav Tammann and
his student Bruno Leibengut first reported the amazing
uniformity of type Ia supernovae, there was immediate in-
terest in trying to use them to determine the Hubble con-
stant, H0, which measures the present expansion rate of
the cosmos. That could be done by finding and measuring
a few type Ia supernovae just beyond the nearest clusters
of galaxies, that is, explosions that occurred some 100 mil-
lion years ago. An even more challenging goal lay in the

tantalizing prospect that we could find such standard-
candle supernovae more than ten times farther away and
thus sample the expansion of the universe several billion
years ago. Measurements using such remote supernovae
might actually show the expected slowing of the expansion
rate by gravity. Because that deceleration rate would de-
pend on the cosmic mean mass density rm, we would, in ef-
fect, be weighing the universe.

If mass density is, as was generally supposed a decade
ago, the primary energy constituent of the universe, then
the measurement of the changing expansion rate would
also determine the curvature of space and tell us about
whether the cosmos is finite or infinite. Furthermore, the
fate of the universe might be said to hang in the balance:
If, for example, we measured a cosmic deceleration big
enough to imply a rm exceeding the “critical density” rc
(roughly 10–29 gm/cm3), that would indicate that the uni-
verse will someday stop expanding and collapse toward an
apocalyptic “Big Crunch.”

All this sounded enticing: fundamental measure-
ments made with a new distance standard bright enough
to be seen at cosmological distances. The problem was that
type Ia supernovae are a pain in the neck, to be avoided if
anything else would do. At the time, a brief catalog of rea-
sons not to pursue cosmological measurement with type Ia
supernovae might have begun like this: 
! They are rare. A typical galaxy hosts only a couple of
type Ia explosions per millennium.
! They are random, giving no advance warning of where
to look. But the scarce observing time at the world’s largest
telescopes, the only tools powerful enough to measure
these most distant supernovae adequately, is allocated on
the basis of research proposals written more than six
months in advance. Even the few successful proposals are
granted only a few nights per semester. The possible oc-

54 April 2003    Physics Today http://www.physicstoday.org
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Figure 1. Light curves of nearby, low-redshift type Ia super-
novae measured by Mario Hamuy and coworkers.7 (a) Ab-

solute magnitude, an inverse logarithmic measure of intrinsic
brightness, is plotted against time (in the star’s rest frame) be-

fore and after peak brightness. The great majority (not all of
them shown) fall neatly onto the yellow band. The figure

emphasizes the relatively rare outliers whose peak brightness
or duration differs noticeably from the norm. The nesting of

the light curves suggests that one can deduce the intrinsic
brightness of an outlier from its time scale. The brightest

supernovae wax and wane more slowly than the faintest. (b)
Simply by stretching the time scales of individual light

curves to fit the norm, and then scaling the brightness by an
amount determined by the required time stretch, one gets all

the type Ia light curves to match.5,8

und

(Absència H, presència Si ionitzat)
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Nana blanca evoluciona cap a SN 1a

Límit de Chandrasekhar
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Acceleració de l’univers

lowed up. This approach also made it possible to use the
Hubble Space Telescope for follow-up light-curve observa-
tions, because we could specify in advance the one-square-
degree patch of sky in which our wide-field imager would
find its catch of supernovae. Such specificity is a require-
ment for advance scheduling of the HST. By now, the
Berkeley team, had grown to include some dozen collabo-
rators around the world, and was called Supernova Cos-
mology Project (SCP). 

A community effort
Meanwhile, the whole supernova community was making
progress with the understanding of relatively nearby su-
pernovae. Mario Hamuy and coworkers at Cerro Tololo
took a major step forward by finding and studying many
nearby (low-redshift) type Ia supernovae.7 The resulting
beautiful data set of 38 supernova light curves (some
shown in figure 1) made it possible to check and improve
on the results of Branch and Phillips, showing  that type
Ia peak brightness could be standardized.6,7

The new supernovae-on-demand techniques that per-
mitted systematic study of distant supernovae and the im-
proved understanding of brightness variations among
nearby type Ia’s spurred the community to redouble its ef-
forts. A second collaboration, called the High-Z Supernova
Search and led by Brian Schmidt of Australia’s Mount
Stromlo Observatory, was formed at the end of 1994. The
team includes many veteran supernova experts. The two
rival teams raced each other over the next few years—oc-
casionally covering for each other with observations when
one of us had bad weather—as we all worked feverishly to
find and study the guaranteed on-demand batches of 
supernovae.

At the beginning of 1997, the SCP team presented the
results for our first seven high-redshift supernovae.8 These
first results demonstrated the cosmological analysis tech-
niques from beginning to end. They were suggestive of an
expansion slowing down at about the rate expected for the
simplest inflationary Big Bang models, but with error bars
still too large to permit definite conclusions.

By the end of the year, the error bars began to tighten,
as both groups now submitted papers with a few more su-
pernovae, showing evidence for much less than the ex-
pected slowing of the cosmic expansion.9–11 This was be-
ginning to be a problem for the simplest inflationary
models with a universe dominated by its mass content.

Finally, at the beginning of 1998, the two groups pre-
sented the results shown in figure 3.12,13

What’s wrong with faint supernovae? 
The faintness—or distance—of the high-redshift super-
novae in figure 3 was a dramatic surprise. In the simplest

56 April 2003    Physics Today http://www.physicstoday.org
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Exploding White Dwarfs

Aplausible, though unconfirmed, scenario would explain
how all type Ia supernovae come to be so much alike,

given the varied range of stars they start from. A lightweight
star like the Sun uses up its nuclear fuel in 5 or 10 billion
years. It then shrinks to an Earth-sized ember, a white dwarf,
with its mass (mostly carbon and oxygen) supported against
further collapse by electron degeneracy pressure. Then it
begins to quietly fade away.

But the story can have a more dramatic finale if the white
dwarf is in a close binary orbit with a large star that is still
actively burning its nuclear fuel. If conditions of proximity
and relative mass are right, there will be a steady stream of
material from the active star slowly accreting onto the white
dwarf. Over millions of years, the dwarf’s mass builds up
until it reaches the critical mass (near the Chandrasekhar
limit, about 1.4 solar masses) that triggers a runaway ther-
monuclear explosion—a type Ia supernova.

This slow, relentless approach to a sudden cataclysmic
conclusion at a characteristic mass erases most of the orig-
inal differences among the progenitor stars. Thus the light
curves (see figure 1) and spectra of all type Ia supernovae
are remarkably similar. The differences we do occasionally
see presumably reflect variations on the common theme—
including differences, from one progenitor star to the next,
of accretion and rotation rates, or different carbon-to-oxy-
gen ratios.

Figure 3. Observed magnitude
versus redshift is plotted for

well-measures distant12,13 and
(in the inset) nearby7 type Ia su-
pernovae. For clarity, measure-
ments at the same redshift are

combined. At redshifts beyond
z = 0.1 (distances greater than
about 109 light-years), the cos-

mological predictions (indi-
cated by the curves) begin to

diverge, depending on the as-
sumed cosmic densities of

mass and vacuum energy. The
red curves represent models

with zero vacuum energy and
mass densities ranging from the
critical density rc down to zero
(an empty cosmos). The best fit

(blue line) assumes a mass 
density of about rc /3 plus a

vacuum energy density twice
that large—implying an accel-

erating cosmic expansion.

the

d

d

Supernova Cosmology Project
High-z Supernova Search Team
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Pla de la xerrada

- Context: expansió univers,
               model del Big Bang

- L’acceleració de l’univers
   (Premi Nobel Física 2011)

- Conseqüències
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6 Sean M. Carroll
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The scale factor characterizes the relative size of the spatial sections as a function of time; we

have written it in a normalized form a(t) = R(t)/R0, where the subscript 0 will always refer to a

quantity evaluated at the present time. The redshift z undergone by radiation from a comoving

object as it travels to us today is related to the scale factor at which it was emitted by
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Einstein was interested in finding static (ȧ = 0) solutions, both due to his hope that general

relativity would embody Mach’s principle that matter determines inertia, and simply to account

for the astronomical data as they were understood at the time. (This account gives short shrift to

the details of what actually happened; for historical background see [264].) A static universe with a

positive energy density is compatible with (5) if the spatial curvature is positive (k = +1) and the

density is appropriately tuned; however, (6) implies that ä will never vanish in such a spacetime if

the pressure p is also nonnegative (which is true for most forms of matter, and certainly for ordinary

sources such as stars and gas). Einstein therefore proposed a modification of his equations, to
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Desacceleració

Acceleració
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Constant cosmològica

La cc té una història molt complicada ...
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Univers: cc + matèria
12 21. The Cosmological Parameters
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Figure 21.1: Confidence level contours of 68.3%, 95.4% and 99.7% in the !!–!m
plane from the Cosmic Microwave Background, Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations and
the Union SNe Ia set, as well as their combination (assuming w = !1). [Courtesy
of Kowalski et al. [22]]

!m + !! " 1), the best-fit values are !m " 0.3 and !! " 0.7. Most results in the
literature are consistent with Einstein’s w = !1 cosmological constant case.

For example, Kowalski et al. [22] deduced from SNe Ia combined with CMB and
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alert program was crucial because the light curve has to be measured before

and after peak brigthness.

3 Consequences

As (4) and (5) make clear, the expansion features are linked to the energy

content of the universe. We already pointed out that matter in the universe

produces deceleration. Then, what is producing acceleration ?

Actually, in the beginning of General Relativity a term which could con-

tribute to the gravitational equations giving cosmological acceleration was

considered. The history is complicated, it was for example considered by

Einstein to get a static universe, and then the idea was abandoned.

The cosmological constant should now be considered because of the cos-

mological observations using supernovae. Let us consider a universe with

matter density ρM and cosmological constant density ρΛ. It is convenient to

work with the normalized quantities

ΩM =
ρM
ρc

ΩΛ =
ρΛ
ρc

(8)

where ρc is the critical density, which is the density leading to a flat universe,

given by

ρc =
3H
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Here we have considered two contributions to the energy content of the uni-

verse. The first is the usual matter,
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Einstein to get a static universe, and then the idea was abandoned.

The cosmological constant should now be considered because of the cos-

mological observations using supernovae. Let us consider a universe with

matter density ρM and cosmological constant density ρΛ. It is convenient to

work with the normalized quantities

ΩM =
ρM
ρc

ΩΛ =
ρΛ
ρc

(8)

where ρc is the critical density, which is the density leading to a flat universe,

given by

ρc =
3H

2
0

8πGN
(9)

dL =
c(1 + z)

H0

� z

0

dz
�

�
ΩM(1 + z�)3 + ΩLambda

(10)

Here we have considered two contributions to the energy content of the uni-

verse. The first is the usual matter,

6

74%

26%

Model de 
Concordància:
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Constant cosmològica: problemes

-  Des del punt de vista de la mecànica quàntica,
    l’energia del buit actua com una cc
         
    Però prediu valors immensament superiors
    al valor observat en el Model de Concordància

- Per què just ara la proporció de cc i de matèria és tant semblant ?
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Heisenberg

Principi d’incertesa

Constant cosmològica

partícula

antipartícula
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Principi d’incertesa TOTAL
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A la recerca de la teoria de l’univers

Alternatives a la cc ?

- Teories d’energia fosca, que donarien l’acceleració necessària.
       En general, no constant en el temps

- Gravetat modificada (a grans distàncies)

      No tenim per ara models alternatius satisfactoris
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Necessitat de progrés experimental
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Necessitat de progrés experimental

cc

Energia fosca: en general, diferent de -1 i depenent temps
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Els components de l’univers
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Els components de l’univers

Matèria “normal”
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Els components de l’univers

Matèria fosca

Matèria “normal”
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Els components de l’univers

Energia fosca
(potser constant
cosmològica)

Matèria fosca

Matèria “normal”
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Nova Revolució Copernicana
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Ja jo havia avisat !

Nova Revolució Copernicana
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Nobel ?

Si, gràcies
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Els guanyadors del Nobel 2011

- Troballa molt important
- El seu treball ha generat molta activitat
       experimental i teòrica
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Gràcies per la 
vostra atenció
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